Product Data

DUST-N-SHINE
Cleaner, Duster,
Polish and Protector

For Use By:
Hotels
Motels
Hospitals
Nursing Homes
Restaurants
Office Buildings
Showrooms
Medical Offices
Banks
Boats
Virtually Anywhere
a Cleaner, Polish, Duster
and Protector is Needed!

DUST-N-SHINE is a new generation
aerosol cleaning, polishing and
dusting aid. As a cleaner and
polish, DUST-N-SHINE restores the
luster to and enhances the beauty
of all hard surface items. As a
duster, the quick penetrating foam
can be used with a mop or cloth to
attract dust, dirt and lint. DUST-NSHINE is ideal for counter tops,
marble, paneling, formica, plastic
laminants, baked enamel finishes,
vinyl, porcelain, tile and simulated
wood.

Provides Surfaces With a LongLasting Shine
One Quick Application Restores
Life to Almost Any Surface
Clings to Vertical Surfaces
For Use on Mops or Cloths
Fresh Citrus Aroma
360o Valve Allows For Upright or
Inverted Spraying
...setting performance
standards worldwide...

APPLICATIONS
As a Dust Mop Treatment: Pre-treat cloths
and mops with DUST-N-SHINE for fast,
scatterless dusting. DUST-N-SHINE turns your
cloths and mops into dust magnets, so every
wipe collects more dirt. It sprays on as a quickbreaking penetrating foam that deposits
magnetic dust attractors deep into rags, cloths,
mops and brooms, enabling immediate use.
DUST-N-SHINE converts dust into heavy lint
that is easily picked up and keeps it from
floating through the air. It contains a selfindicating foam that shows when the mop is
saturated and will no longer absorb dust, dirt or
lint. Treated mops or cloths can be shaken out
or washed in a sink or washing machine.
As a Spray Cleaner and Polish: DUST-NSHINE eliminates dust flyaway and cleans and
leaves a lasting shine. It dusts, cleans and
shines in one simple step. DUST-N-SHINE
removes dirt, smudges, smears and
fingerprints. It features a soak-in formula that
restores life and brilliance to wood surfaces. It
leaves the area with a fresh citrus aroma.

TECHNICAL DATA
Appearance:
Odor:
Flash Point
(Concentrate):
Flammability:
Specific Gravity:
Propellant:
Spray Pattern:
NFPA Fire
Rating:

White gel
liquid
Citrus
scent
158°F
Flammable
spray
0.960
Liquified
petroleum
gas
Circular
spray
Level 2
aerosol

Use On Mops or Cloths to Dust and Shine:
Furniture, Frames and Sills, Venetian Blinds,
Woodwork, Table Tops, Wall Panels, Formica,
Vinyl, Marble, Plastic, Counter Tops,
Appliances, Fiberglass, Floors and More!

DIRECTIONS
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING
Directions For Use as a Dust Mop
Treatment: Offers a unique 360° valve that
allows spraying in an upright or inverted position.
Spray foam in a sweeping motion across rag,
mop, cloth or broom. Allow DUST-N-SHINE to
penetrate into fibers. Re-apply as needed to
attract dust or dirt. Shake out or wash when
considerable dust or lint build-up is noticed or
when foam will not soak in after application.
Directions For Use as a Spray Cleaner and
Polish: Hold can 6 to 8 inches from surface.
Spray DUST-N-SHINE directly onto surface or
onto dust cloth. Wipe immediately with a soft
cloth. To enhance appearance, turn cloth and
polish to a high shine.

...setting performance
standards worldwide...
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